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Friday, 9 September, 2022 
 
 

 

Dear Selection Committee, 
 

It pleases me to write to you concerning giving my highest possible recommendation for Mr ALWADANI. 

FAHAD HASSAN S. I know Mr ALWADANI, through his Tourism Bsc. studies and years after while discussion some 

issues related to Tourism and Hospitality disciplines. He was already interested in doing a Master. He was one of my 

best students.  

 

He always raises a critical questions and he has an argumentative mind that always refuses to accept things without 

understanding. Mr ALWADANI has good abilities of thinking independently; in addition, he got very remarkable 

academic skills in tourism and hospitality studies such as scientific reasoning, deductive thinking and creative thinking 

that lead him to create new notions reflecting in his research. So, I believe if he got a chance to study in your highly 

prestigious university, where facilities and good academic services are provided, he will put all his academic skills to 

create new outstanding research. 

 

He is very sociable man; he is extrovert who likes to talk with others. He got the talent to deal with others who are 

different and she has the ability to deal with different races and religions with respect and smile. He is determined 

to succeed and I believe he will do well in your Tourism and Hospitality programs. I am confident he will contribute 

to the programme. 

 
This is my close official contacts 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via: yasser.elshehawy@fth.usc.edu.eg  
 

 

 

Jazan University,  PO Box 1358, Jazan, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
 
 

Sincerely yours, 

Associate Prof.Dr.  

Yasser  Shehawy 
 
If you have any other inquiry, please do not hesitate to email me on the following address: 

Tourism Management, DBA, College of Business Administration, KSA, Jazan University 

Supervisor – Scientific Research Unit, College of Business Administration,  
Jazan University, Jazan, Saudi Arabia 

Tel +966548809865, Email yshehawy@jazanu.edu.sa 

 
      Yasser Moustafa Shehawy (Ph.D.)  


